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Mevrouw de rector magnificus,
Mijnheer de decaan,
Geachte leden van het curatorium,
Geachte leden van het bestuur van de Stichting Leerstoel Criminalistiek,
Dames en heren,

I will speak further in English, since this might be the most common language that we have here today. The presentation will be available on line on http://forensic.to/oratie. Since I am currently Vice President of The American Academy of Forensic Science and also chairman of the working group Forensic IT of the European Network of Forensic Science Institutes, this presentation will focus on developments in Europe and the United States. As new chair Forensic Data Science, it is an honor to present some overview of developments and challenges we have this field. One disclaimer however, the opinions stated in this work do not necessarily represent the position of my employers or the organization were I am member of.

As a student in 1987 it was my first contact with forensic science and the Gerechtelijk Laboratorium in Rijswijk also recommended by my father who once was a lawyer, where I did some projects on replicas of bullets as well as digitizing the bullet itself for correlation with Jan Keijzer. After working at Oce in Venlo for three years on color image processing in laser copiers, I decided to go back to forensic science, and worked in several fields ranging from tool marks to firearms, as well as video image processing. It is also the place where I worked on my PhD thesis on Contents Based Retrieval from Forensic Image Database with the University of Utrecht with Max Viergever as promotor and Jurrien Bijhold as copromotor. It included research on correlation of images of toolmarks, drugs pills, shoe prints and cartridge cases of firearms. In this time there was also a strong link to Amsterdam, with Theo Gevers on the research on drug pills as well with the company Sentient Machine Research of Marten den Uyl with neural network research which was also implemented on shoeprints.

Furthermore, I worked on casework within the fields, and testified is several known cases from the first case that was the ball point case in Leiden twenty years ago where a woman was found death with a ballpoint through
her eye and I testified on ballistics, to Picornie, the case van Gogh painting, as well an arson case in Schiphol and in total I investigated and reported in over five hundred cases since 1991. In this lecture I will focus on the introduction of forensic data science, forensic science within the NFI, some examples and some expectations on big multimedia data and how this might impact society.

Chair Forensic Data Science

First I would like to start with an introduction on Chair Forensic Data Science. Then I would like to give some examples how we can interpret the evidence and how to handle big data within in forensic science. I will focus also on image and video analysis.

In the last decades the amount of digital data and storage has grown very rapidly. Most citizens, the general public and criminals alike, now own devices like smart phones and computers and use them almost continuously for their profession and in their private lives. In addition CCTV cameras observe people in public spaces and private companies. As a result such devices often carry huge amounts of data on them. This data might be information from databases, multimedia information such as recorded video and audio, interaction and download logs, mobility data, location data, or links to digital information stored somewhere on the internet and linked to various social networks. This influx of digital data has a tremendous impact on the field of forensics and is leading to new research challenges.

My focus to work and liaison on methods for extracting data from digital devices during a crime (live investigation) and after a crime has been committed, and determining what kind of evidence can be retrieved from this data in relation to the crime. The main purpose is to provide forensically sound methodology and solutions to treat large collections of data as digital traces in a criminal case and use those to derive evidential strength, hypotheses, and scenarios.

I will work on methods to integrate the three disciplines of forensic multimedia analytics within the scope of the Data Science Research Center:

- store and process;
- understand and decide;
- analyze and model.

And I would like to add for forensic science the important part report and visualize for court, since it remains important that the evidence is understandable for the court.
Methods developed within the research field should lead to higher efficiency and quality of reporting of digital evidence presented to court. The scientific contribution will be related to the evidential strength of digital evidence related to the uncertain link between data and suspect. I will initiate and conduct data-intensive R&D projects by establishing national and international co-operations with innovative companies and research teams and securing the necessary funds to execute these projects. Focus will be on projects for which neither NFI nor UvA would get funding for by themselves when applying in isolation. Furthermore active on teaching within the Master of Forensic Science, track digital Forensics as well as the forensic part of Software and Network Analysis.

We can see the number of images expanding very much, and images are often used as evidence in court. Depending on the quality of images the link to the suspect can be weak or strong. We see some examples of images for biometric features of faces. However often CCTV-systems have low quality images, and suspects of, for example robberies, are aware of these systems and will shield their faces and other biometric details. In those cases also the clothes can be important to compare as well as the gait, the height and posture, however those biometric features are often weak.

Data that comes in from many sources, ranging from personal computers, backup tapes, lawful interception, smartphones, and many new devices were cameras and sensors are stored such as the drones. The development of new devices is very rapidly, so it is nearly impossible to be prepared for all new devices, so often research is needed to add the device to a knowledge database. Within the NFI we have collected information forensic traces from digital devices in digital libraries, so the solutions developed in previous cases can be used in future cases, which reduces the time of investigation.

**Big data**

The amount of data is growing rapidly in the world, as well as the processing power. Raymond Kurzweil, in his article “The Law of Accelerating Returns,” talks about the rate of growth of computing power. Using data on past growth Ray Kurzweil extrapolated into the future. He helped to make the rate of growth real to those not used to dealing in exponentials with the following: In 2000, $1,000 could buy a computer that had the computational power of an insect. In 2010, $1,000 could buy a computer that had the computational power of a mouse. In 2020, $1,000 could buy a computer that had the compu-
tational power of a human brain. The amount of different devices connected
to the internet is also thought to grow to 20 billion of devices in 3 years.

If we look into big data, the amount of data is not the main always issue.
One of the issues with big data is the impossibility to process it with standard
software in a timely manner. For images these issues arises very soon, since
the amount of images and video grows very rapidly, and people are limited in
the amount of images and hours of video they can process. Big data also
means the amount of data, which can easily grow to 10 Petabytes if we would
collect all digital data confiscated by the police in 2015. To imagine how much
amount of data for instance 8 Terabyte is which is now often seen in practice,
all of this data results in 40 km of trucks filled with paper.

According to Gartner\(^2\), Big data is composed of the four V’s:

- Volume, the data size;
- Velocity, the speed of change. The change is also visible in the rapid de-
  velopment of new formats and new devices where data is stored in a dif-
  ferent file format;
- Variety, were have the different forms of data sources;
- Veracity, is the uncertainty of data. Does this data really mean what it
  states, is it really truthful?

However, as Gartner\(^3\) stated in their hype cycles, the term big data is some-
what over the top of the hype, and we are now arriving in the part of disillu-
sion, since many examples are available that it do not work always well. The
issue with data mining procedures and deep learning is that relations might
be found that are actually not true.

Although big data is very good at detecting correlations, correlations that\(^4\)
analysis of a smaller data set might miss, never gives if information which
correlations are meaningful. A big data analysis might reveal, for instance,
that from 2006 to 2011 the United States murder rate was well correlated with
the market share of Internet Explorer: Both went down sharply. However, it’s
hard to imagine there is any causal relationship between the two.

Another example is google flu trends. After reliably providing a swift and
accurate account of flu outbreaks for several winters, the theory-free, data-
rich model had lost its nose for where flu was going. Google’s model pointed
to a severe outbreak but when the slow-and-steady data from the Centre of
Disease Control arrived, they showed that Google’s estimates of the spread of
flu-like illnesses were overstated by almost a factor of two.\(^5\)

There are many examples where big data solution work well\(^6\). Perhaps you
ever had the experience that your credit card company called you informing
you for some real time transactions that are suspicious. Often they will block
your card and send a new one, and the statements are corrected even before you have to inform the credit card company. The algorithms work with machine learning and see suspicious patterns. Visa claims is saves billions of card fraud a year by using big data algorithms.

**Big data at the NFI**

Also within the Netherlands Institute we use the methods for big data analysis for casework in the fields of text analysis, data profiling, financial data analysis and social network analysis. For example, with social network analysis it is possible to unmask someone using an alias or to reveal how terrorist groups work together.

Within the Netherlands Forensic Institute there is experience with a big data platform for processing evidence. In the past this was Xiraf, and it is converting now to Hansken\(^7\). In the past the digital evidence investigation could take months, and this has been limited to weeks, since tactical investigators can directly search in the data. Hansken should limit this to the first 48 hours were already important information can be retrieved. With future generations of Hansken the processing of large amounts of multimedia one could imagine that combining methods from for example research at the University of Amsterdam and implementing could be beneficial for the Police.

For Hansken\(^8\) also the three implementations of security, privacy and transparency are the main cornerstones of the system. Security by design is important since one does not want to leak data, and also not that data can be modified by other parties or the system administrators. The data as imaged by the police from the devices should remain intact. Also when examining the system it is important that viruses and other malware that are examined do not infect the systems. Privacy is important since we see the amount of private data grows rapidly. Perhaps not all users realize how much information is stored on them concerning location by use of GPS and other location information in smartphones in combination with all the multimedia data that is stored on the device. Also often this is information shared with online cloud systems in often other countries.

**Court**

The Supreme Court of the United States\(^9\) in 2014 “Modern cell phones, as a category, implicate privacy concerns far beyond those implicated by the
search of a cigarette pack, a wallet, or a purse,” said Chief Justice John Roberts. “Cell phones differ in both a quantitative and a qualitative sense from other objects that might be kept on an arrestee’s person.” For that reason a warrant from the court is needed for searching a phone in the United States.

On April 24th 2015 also the court of appeal in Arnhem-Leeuwarden stated that the for collecting the data of a smart phone, a court warrant is, is needed, since it otherwise violates Article 8 of the European Treaty of Human Rights.

Within the United States there is also concern on digital evidence, and Joan Sloan\textsuperscript{10} of the University of Alabama wrote a report to congress of the United States, where he compared it with the Wild West. Though there are efforts for standardization, the validation of the results remains an issue.

An example that is given in the case Casey Anthony\textsuperscript{11} the software gave faulty digital evidence, which was one of the main pieces of evidence in this case. In this case the software gave 84 hits on the word Chloroform, were actually it was only searched once, where this was used as evidence for a mother killing her 2 years old daughter with Chloroform.

Validation of software remains important, however as we can see is often not easy to do. Within the European Network of Forensic Institutes a new best practice manual\textsuperscript{12} is published that also describes how to test the software and is also an effort to try to standardize and prevent.

Examples like these can also happen in the Netherlands, when people use commercial forensic software for height measurement of persons, and just trust the results of the software out of the box. We already saw that faulty evidence is possible then. Even if the software does a calculation of uncertainty of the measurement, it this should always be validated. Also the word “forensic” in a software package does not mean that developers are aware of the issues that a forensic scientist is dealing with.

The impact of faulty evidence is much worse at forensic science where someone in a criminal case is convicted for a homicide, compared to data mining for market research, where someone receives advertisements for diapers if they have no kids.

Much efforts is given at the NFI in the quality assurance for providing error-free evidence. Validation and reporting the uncertainty of the evidence are key solutions for this. Furthermore double blind investigation and checking the reports as well as using the best practice manuals is important for preventing this to happen. Also the NFI works with an externally accredited quality system. The new best practice manual for Forensic Examination of Digital Technology explicitly states that also uncertainty of the measurement
within should be considered and even reports which are written in a clear and concise manner may be still be misinterpreted.

A special issue of the Journal Digital Investigation of this month by guest editors Katrin Franke and myself, will also focus on solutions and issues with big data and intelligent data analysis.

**Multimedia processing**

The word Multimedia has many meanings and often includes a combination of text, audio, still images, animation, location and video. All these features combined result in a data analytics. When searching through data, often the combination of images, text and location information are important to find information on when a certain image has been made and where it is has been made. Of course within forensic science one has to be aware that digital information can easily be altered, and this is sometimes a question from the court if the data has been tampered with. This is also called image forensics in literature. There exist several methods to automate this, however for court cases one should examine it manually since automated methods will contain falls hits. However these can assist and reduce the time of investigation. It is advised to follow the best practice manuals for example from ENFSI\(^4\) (the European Forensic Science Institute working groups) and The Scientific Working group for Image Technology and Digital Evidence to verify this.

There is good progress in deep learning algorithms, and at the Institute of Informatics they are widely used and optimized. Within the group Intelligent Sensory Information System led by Arnold Smeulders, where I cooperate with Marcel Worring we have a long history of collaboration. It started with a collaboration with Theo Gevers of pattern recognition of logos of drug pills. Later on we Arnold was in the scientific advisory board of the NFI, and there was a joint project MultiMedian where NFI was one of the partners, and many new developments in forensic video analysis were developed. In the meantime the group is award winning in the field of video analytics.

**Deep learning**

In the nineties we used the neural networks already for facial comparison and shoeprint comparisons. In the meantime the computing power also of GPU’s expanded very much, so deep learning with more layers of a neural network was feasible.
Since the amount of multimedia data is growing rapidly, and UvA has already in collaboration with the Police and the Netherlands Forensic Institute developed software for handling this. One current project is the STW funded project Sort-it-Out were we also look on how to process the amount of data by using computer together with humans. The issue with humans is that we have a very good vision systems, however we are not very good in bulk processing of thousands of hours of video. The computer is better in processing large amounts of images.

Also caused by the calculation speed of current GPU board which makes it possible to learn an algorithms different concepts of images and the meaning of those. This works well for good quality images, however for most forensic images it is still a challenge\(^\text{15}\) to the quality and since they are not standardized. In collaboration with Henri Bal of the Vrije Universiteit within the framework of the jungle computing\(^\text{16}\) project that the calculation speed can be optimized by using the GPUs. Furthermore, optimizing the scheduling within Hansken is one of the research areas within this project.

If we look in casework, mostly our images are non-standard, and often the perpetrator tries to hide himself from being recognized or identified on images. Many perpetrators are aware of forensic traces and try to hide their identities behind masks and scarves when committing a crime, for instance a robbery. In practice one may also take care of look-alikes and family members that look more alike or even twins, which make the comparison more difficult.

Another issue is that we are very good in recognizing people that we know. However people that we do not know, that is something else. We see several experiments in literature on recognizing people that we do, know for example from Burton and others. Furthermore the question also arises if people that are trained are better in comparing than others. Many questions that are still not answered, and perhaps training a person or an algorithm within a case on hours of video will that help providing better answers? Also there is research in the United Kingdom at the Greenwich University\(^\text{17}\) on the super recognizer\(^\text{18}\), people that are much better in recognizing persons than the average person, and who are used often to look at hours of CCTV for intelligence purposes. Much more research also with larger standard datasets is needed to answer the questions.
**Biometrics**

We see much research in biometric processing, and here we also refer to the work of the research group in Twente of Didier Meuwly and Raymond Veldhuis. The collaboration of method for searching on concepts and combining this with text, location and other data seems to be important to reduce the manual search in big data. The graphical user interface and the way users interact with systems is of very important, and we see that the collaboration with the Technical University Eindhoven in the Sort-it-Out project tries to answer these questions.

If we look into forensic biometrics, we often have a case by case approach. The preselection is done at the police. For example if we have a comparison of a face, we would like to have reference material at the same position and same light as the suspect. If this is not possible, we will make reference material that is as close as possible to the light conditions and circumstances. I will go deeper into an example of casework where I am actually testifying for in court.

After that images are manually compared by 3 experienced independent examiners at the institute. They will compare features of the face and write their results on a standard form. The results of this is discussed and a consensus is reached. Also it is possible that no consensus is reached between the examiners and this is reported to the court.

The conclusion of the facial comparison is drawn based on a Bayesian framework first promoted to use in reports within the NFI by Marjan Sjerps and Charles Berger used at the Netherlands Forensic Institute, and is also recommended in a guideline by ENFSI. In this we might conclude for instance in a case that we have two hypothesis:

- Hypothesis 1: The suspect is the same person as the person on the CCTV-images of the robbery.
- Hypothesis 2: The suspect is another person with similar generic facial features as the person on the CCTV-images of the robbery (and is also not a direct family-member).

The Likelihood ratio is part of a standard verbal scale. This scale is used when does not have enough statistical information. The selection of the specific verbal term is based on expert knowledge, experience in research and casework. To enhance the understanding of the reader and the uniformity among the different experts, the NFI has defined the verbal terms numerically. These definitions are expressed in orders of magnitude and are listed in the right column in the table below. For example, the term ‘slightly more probable’
means that the probability of observing the results of the investigation is 2 to 10 times larger when one hypothesis is true than when the other hypothesis is true.

The conclusion expresses the evidential strength of the results regarding the hypotheses. The conclusion does not represent the probability that a particular hypothesis is true. That probability depends on other evidence and information outside the domain of forensic expertise and falls outside the scope of this report. More information about this way of concluding is available in the professional annex at the NFI website\textsuperscript{19}.

The findings of the investigation are much more probable if the suspect is the same person at the person on the CCTV-images than if it is another person with similar generic features. The estimated Likelihood Ratio is much more than 1 and is estimated between 10000—one million.

The process mentioned to do this manually for many images is time consuming, however currently the methods to automate this are limited. Of course with good quality images this might differ, however as said often we have images that have less quality. Worldwide we see that in forensic investigations this manual method is still used by most labs. Automated procedures might help to determine how seldom a certain feature is that the examiner looks for. Also future generation of DNA-analysis can give us much more information on physical description of the face of a person and with this it is predicted that it could be possible to search or exclude persons.

Questions that arise are: can you search for the person in the orange coat that looks similar to our suspect. Can you track the person in the different videos and images? A we have seen in the past, the man-machine interface remains important here, since looking out thousand hours of video in combination with thousands of images that are collected from sources such as phones is time consuming. If one would search through millions or billions of images this is even more difficult.

Having said this, the innocence\textsuperscript{20} project learned us that eyewitness misidentification was most of the cases, and after this invalidated forensics. For this reason methods used here should be used with consideration. Also earlier this year the FBI informed that in the nineties FBI Testimony on Microscopic Hair Analysis Contained Errors in at Least 90 Percent of Cases in Ongoing Review with DNA\textsuperscript{21}.

In the United states the National Academy of Science\textsuperscript{22} reported that the Forensic science should be strengthened. This caused a major reform of forensic science, and many actions concerning quality assurance, bias prevention, determining source of error as well as education are implemented.
Since law systems in the Netherlands works differently, I expect the numbers are less in Netherlands. Also within the Netherlands Geert Jan Knoops, who will also give an inaugural lecture next week at this University, collected cases in the Netherlands for the innocence project. Several cases were revised. One of the last cases with a major impact on the NFI was the Schiedam Parc Murder in 2000 which led to many efforts in 2005 reduce the number of wrong convictions based on forensic evidence and also to improve the communication between NFI, court and police if doubts arise during the investigation. The Netherlands Register of Court Experts led by Michel Smithuis is one of those efforts.

Hidden information: Camera identification

One research topic which had much interest is the camera identification. The camera identification or Pixel Response Non Uniformity is to find a link between a camera and an image. Due to imperfections during the fabrication of the image sensors, this is a kind of pattern in images that is normally not visible with the human eye. On the topic camera identification we have conducted much research with cameras and validation, and from the University of Applied Science of Amsterdam many students worked on this topic.

By using an algorithm to filter this pattern out of a sequence of images or an image, the computer can fill a database of patterns. By using a correlation method of these patterns one can sometimes with a high likelihood ratio determine that the image has been made with a specific sensor. Validation in casework remains important, and procedures for using this in case reports are available. For intelligence software developed by the NFI, can be used to find a link, which should be investigated further.

This method can also be used for video, and for casework one can for instance find a link between a camera found at a suspect and child pornography images. Also in other crime such as homicides this appeared to work as evidence to find a link between a suspect and a person that has been killed.

Even more one can also find relations between images if the camera is not in possession, as we can see with child pornography databases.

One issue is that comparing all these patterns is time consuming. So several approaches have been taken to limit the computation time. Also the use of GPUs is important in these, to find correlation between the data and here we worked together with the Vrije Universiteit to improve the method. Within the Netherlands Forensic Institute we developed software to do the forensic validation of camera identification. Also for intelligence we developed soft-
ware to find relations between the different images, which can also cluster the images and find related images based.

In the past we developed several proficiency tests for different labs within the ENFSI framework to answer these questions for a closed sets of cameras based on the noise patterns. In these proficiency tests all labs have the right results on the comparison. In our group we report several cases a year on camera identification times in court as evidence.

The method also appears to work with social networks such as Youtube and Facebook, however recently it appears that the PRNU signal seems to be filtered out of the information. More research is needed to find what happened here. In practice it is possible to filter out the PRNU signal as we saw in the open source implementation PRNU decompare\textsuperscript{30}, which was developed by students of the group of Cees de Laat Software and Network Engineering of the University of Amsterdam.

**Emerging biometrics Hands, feet and other biometrics**

In child pornography cases, often the face is not visible. In this case we might do a forensic comparison of hands, feet and other body parts. These are conducted in a similar way as the facial comparison with three examiners comparing those independently from each other.

We are doing research on how well this works. Ana Slot, as student Master of Forensic Science worked on research in comparing hands with each other and this publication has been published in Journal of Forensic Science\textsuperscript{31}.

In the meantime we also have work on automated comparison implemented a framework for feet, which was further expanded for hands. We see that different features and deep learning approach will help in comparing these. The emerging biometrics are still in research phase, and can be used under standardized conditions.

**Wearables and quantified self**

If we look at wearables we see a large range of wearables, ranging from google glass, to watches and health devices. The wearables are often on a person for a long time, and streaming photos and video to cloud systems is a reality as much as the location information and what kind of actions someone did at a given time. We work on research on the digital evidence from google glass.

With the quantified self\textsuperscript{32,33}, we see that also heartbeat, breath patterns, blood pressure, walking, on a bicycle and other actions are collected which can also be helpful in a forensic investigation. The amount of data that people
produce is growing, and of course a question remains if all this data can be used for forensic purposes based on privacy and security of the systems. They might even assist in investigations of the time of death.

**Drones**

The amount of drones\(^{34}\) sold is increasing rapidly. These devices are important and challenges exist on what data can be taken from them. They can be also used for criminal acts, like attacking persons or dropping objects and intervene with regular air traffic. For that reason also data from these devices is important to collect in combination with time, date and extracting information from the owner of the device.

The drones are becoming much easier to use, since some of them have a follow me option so one does not have to control it anymore.

Sensors on mobile devices are becoming much cheaper, as we can for example see on the infrared sensors on mobile phones that are integrated easily on a phone for a few hundred euros instead of the thousands of euros they costed in the past. We also see that 3D imaging is getting cheaper nowadays, and the time is nearby that this is also integrated in smart phones\(^{35}\).

**Geo satellites**

The development of higher resolution satellite imaging systems\(^{36}\), which in future make maps from the Netherlands every few days, can be useful for investigation. The combination of all images including the geo satellites with the information of location can be very important in digital evidence, however investigators should be aware that uncertainty of location information and synchronization of time still remains an issue.

**Disasters / large scale incidents**

If we have large scale incidents and disasters, for example the MH17 investigation of an airplane, we see that there is lots of images and video collected from people that are in the neighborhood of the accident. All these images and video combined can be important to have a confirmation on what happened. This is one of the examples where Floris Gisolf of the Dutch Safety Board will do research on as a part time PhD-student.

With disasters also images might be used from the internet where the source is not exactly known. Manual manipulation detection is a time consuming work, and with separate images it is possible to conclude that the
images have been manipulated. However if the ground source of the images is not available, determining that images have not been manipulated is more complicated to do. There are several tools and methods to automate this, however the issue is also here, once there is a detector published, one can circumvent the method by taking care of the detection method. Also we see that the automated detectors in standard sets of manipulated images only score with 90 percent at best. Depending on the use, this can be acceptable, however this is a factor one should be aware of.

**Combining patterns**

Within the field of forensic data science one should combine patterns. As we saw with the research of Peter Sloot and Paul Duijn with simulation approaches are becoming feasible also to work on predictive methods based on big data and mining. However, as these criminal networks operate in secrecy, data-driven knowledge concerning the effectiveness of different criminal network disruption strategies is very limited. By combining computational modeling and social network analysis with unique criminal network intelligence data from the Dutch Police, they discovered, in contrast to common belief, that criminal networks might even become ‘stronger’, after targeted attacks. For the PhD-thesis of Paul Duijn I am one of the promotors. As editor of a special issue of the journal of Digital Investigation as special issue will be published within a month, on the big data and intelligent data analysis.

Within the Institute of Informatics, several collaborations are foreseen with the Information and Language Processing group of Maarten de Rijke. Currently a NWO project on Semantic E-search is funded, and NFI is one of the partners in the project, which provides methods that are very useful in forensic practice. In future other proposals within this field are in preparation.

Also with the group Software and Network Engineering (SNE) of Cees de Laat we have much collaboration. Within the Master SNE, the track digital forensics the NFI provides lectures. Several student forensic research projects with some of them results that could be directly used as research. Also it is foreseen that we might submit joint research proposals in future.

The question with the implementation of the combined approach of patterns is does the court still understand the visualization and reporting that we write. We sometimes have the chance to present our work in the court, and can clarify the results. There are several approaches within the Netherlands Forensic Institute also with judges to learn from each other how to present this in a more understandable way, and perhaps also help them to determine priors in a case. We see that the knowledge in courts on the methods is ex-
panding due to training and courses at the court, however the question is still remains we really understand each other or do we think that we understand each other?

When I refer to my first appearance in court, it was with the Ballpoint case in 1995, now twenty years ago. This was a case where a woman was killed with a ballpoint through her eye. One of the hypothesis was she was murdered with a crossbow and a ballpoint. In that time I was active within ballistics and when the prosecutor was summarizing the findings of my report at the end, and it really was not the way I presented it or had made the conclusions in the report, so I decided to inform the court on this during the trial, which was an unusual experience. Since that many improvements have been made also in reporting and training of both the courts and the experts at the NFI. However it remains important to check that the end users of the reports of the NFI understand what is written, and also the experts at the NFI understand the questions from the court and the police. In twenty years I hope we can look back to many developments that have assisted us to improve the understanding of the use of big multimedia data.

The issue of language use and combining different statistical approaches should be also within complex crime scenes one of the areas where we need continuous improvement. Validating the methods and the presentation in court remains important, and also with the exponential rate of change of digital techniques that are implemented in society.
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